Featured Flight of the Week
Obscure White Varietals V2
$17 per person
2018 VIEILLES VIGNES SYLVANER, DOMAINE BOHN
ALSACE, FRANCE
$13|$47

Sylvaner [or Silvaner] is a variety of white wine grape grown primarily
in Alsace and Germany, where its official name is Grüner Silvaner. It
has high acidity but naturally reaches high must weights, so is often
blended with other varieties such as Riesling or Elbling, and is
sometimes made into a dessert wine.
"Vieilles Vignes" translates to "Old Vine", fitting since this wine comes
from vines between 50 and 100 years old, but is marked by freshness
and minerality. The aromas of lime blossom, apple, and hazelnut work
wonders on sushi, shellfish and goat cheese.
The unique shale and greso-volcanic terroir is meticulously looked after.
Yield is kept low and grapes are harvested by hand. Natural diversity
and wildlife conservation are fundamental values for the Bohn
wineyard. For many years Bernard and Arthur have chosen, as
independent winegrowers to follow organic, ecological methods for their
vineyards.
ALCOHOL: 12.5%
2019 ROMEIKO, MANOUSAKIS
CRETE, GREECE
$14|$50

Romeiko is indigenous to Crete. A black skinned variety cultivated
mainly in the area of Chania, producing old fashioned wines until the
last years. Now quality conscious producers, such as Manousakis, are
presenting a new modern interpretation to this local heritage grape.
Bright, moderate to bright lemon-green color with slow and rich legs.
Nose with high intensity. Unripe gooseberry, grassy notes, and some
marzipan. Medium bodies and fresh mouth with intense flavor of white
stone fruit. Long finish of citrus and grassy notes.
ALCOHOL: 14%

2020 MUSCAT, MARGINS WINE
CONTRA COSTA, CA
$17|$61

Organically grown muscat blanc grapes from northern California for a
bone-dry and highly textured and aromatic wine. Half the wine is
destemmed and given 4 days skin contact. The rest is whole cluster
direct pressed in a separate tank. All spontaneous fermentation, neutral
oak and no filtering or fining is done.
Margins is a winemaking endeavor of Megan Bell, a badass young
female winemaker living and working in the Santa Cruz Mountains.
Prior to settling on the central coast of California, Megan received her
BS in Viticulture and Enology from UC Davis in 2012 and apprenticed
in wineries and vineyards in Napa, the Livermore Valley, the Willamette
Valley, Central Otago (NZ), and the Loire Valley (France).
Only 160 cases produced.
ALCOHOL: 13.9%

